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SOUTH AFRICANS
TAKING OVER HOLIWOOD
Kani’s (Atandwa Kani & Dad John Kani).
The father son duo that took over Hollywood for the launch of
The Black Panther. In early 2017, actor Atandwa Kani and his dad,
legendary actor John Kani were announced as two of the
South African stars who would be starring in 2018’s mostanticipated movie, Marvel film’s, Black Panther. This is indeed a
milestone for South African actor’s and film stars. John Kani not only
is a well respected pioneer in the African industry, he is also set to star
in the Lion King along with Beyonce and other world-renowned impressive entertainers.

AMANDA V/S AMBITIOUZ ENT
It came as a shock to fans when Amanda Black confirmed that she
was going her separate ways with her former record label - Ambitiouz
Entertainment. In her statement, Amanda mentioned that she was
grateful for working with Ambitiouz Entertainment for the past couple of years but needed a change in management for the new journey
she's embarking on.
The award-winning singer is allegedly filing a R1 million lawsuit against
Ambitiouz.
A credible source that works for the label came forth with news that
"She received R50 000 of the money from the Metros," the source
said. "This is because she signed a 360 deal. That money was used to
pay distributors, studio time and PR, among other things. Her contract included an advance. Ambitiouz was paying itself back for the
investment that it made.”
The source said the singer had disagreements with her managers at
the label and began handling her own bookings.

Former YoTV presenter Akhumzi Jezile has died, the former YoTV and
Tempy Pushas star was apparently killed in a car accident on Saturday (28
Saturday) morning near Queenstown. Family members of singer Siyasanga Kobese and actor Thobani Mseleni also have confirmed to TshisaLIVE
the two died in the car crash that claimed the lives of five people, including former YoTV presenter Akhumzi Jezile. Police have confirmed that a
case of culpable homicide has been opened. It's understood there was a
head-on collision on the N6 near Queenstown. All five people, including
Kobese, Mseleni and Jezile died. The people in the other car were unscathed.
"I went to the scene yesterday but I couldn't stay there for an hour. It was
bad. All of them had injuries on their heads. All of them. I saw my daughter's
feet. She is my child. I recognised her by her feet. This is bad. This is bad," said
Pastor Norman Kobese about his daughter Siyasanga. Mkhize said Jezile was on
his way to attend his grandmother’s funeral and it’s believed the two other personalities were in the car to get a lift to visit family for the long weekend.

LOCAL ARTISTS BABES WODUMO, SJAVA,
YUGEN BLAKROK AND SAUDI ARE SET TO
GAIN FAME INTERNATIONALLY WITH THEIR
CONTRIBUTION TO THE BLACK PANTHER
SOUNDTRACK.
Oh, what a time for the South African Music and Entertainment industry. Grammy Award-winning hip-hop artist Kendrick Lamar released the cover art and track list
for Black Panther: The Album.
The album features gqom Queen Babes Wodumo on
Redemption, Sjava on Seasons and Saudi on X. greatness is upon us. A special shout out to West Ink and Ambitiouz Ent.

AKA broke the internet and set twitter alight with his latest single
titled “Beyonce” which seemed to be centred on his popular exgirlfriend Bonang Matheba. It is not quite clear if this is a dis-track or
AKA is just a sore loser who is no different to Cassper Nyavest as he
too follows the “kiss and tell” trend in the much talked about single. The song depicts Bonang as a lousy girlfriend “How you gonna
be my fiancee? … Living like Rihanna, thinking you’re Beyonce” is
the recurring chorus on the track. The SuperMega also went on
twitter and “indirectly” insinuated that Queen B used “witchcraft”
when he posted a couple of suspicious stones she left behind. To
add salt to the wound, Somizi stated “I haven’t seen those rocks in
two years” during a live broadcast of the South African Music
Awards. The song further paints Bonang as an unreliable lover with
bad character traits.

EVENTS

Exclusive listening session 30/11/18 Universal Music Group;

In his own words, Cassper Nyovest expressed that kwaito
has been influential in his music and fans have been yearning for this one.
‘The kwaito sound has been very influential in My music and
for a very long time fans have asked for a full kwaito project. I finally gave in and decided to keep it sweet and short,
nice and simple. He said. #SweetAndShort dropped on the
1st and short straight to platinum within 24 hours along with
a successful and victorious fill up concert at Moses Mabida
statduim in Durban.
We were invited to his exclusive listening session which included some of his fans as special guests.
The album has 11 songs and features some of South Africa’s
finest acts like Frank Casino, DJ Sumbody, Boskasie and
Shwi Nomtekhala. The ‘Family tree label’ artiste recently
sold out a 62,760 capacity Moses Mabhida Stadium. Meanwhile, Cassper also performed at the Global Citizen Festival
held on December 2nd.

My name is Ayabulela Sihle Tshotyana, 26, Public Relations Management graduate. I’m a Jnr. Social Media Manager and a represented Model.
What made you choose this career path? My enthusiasm of interacting with the
public.
How long have you been in this field of work?
Just started as a Jnr. Social Media Manager 3 months ago and I’ve been a professional model since 2015.
What or who is your inspiration? My mother, I’m nothing without her.
Who is your target market? I don’t really have a target market.
During your journey, who have you worked with (mentors, events, Trainers, artists, Sponsors etc.) and how has that been like for? I don’t really know where to
start. I’ve worked with a lot of big brands like Tread & Miller, Puma, Total Sports,
Superbalist, Adidas, Mirinda, Gatorade (TVC) in the same screen as Serena Williams for The Gatorade ad, Supreme Noodles, Imprint, Vogue, Marnus Meyer, Mr
Price, Sportscene, Michael Olive Love, Doritos uk. I’m probably missing some big
brands and names.
What have you accomplished so far? Working with these big brands and names,
earning my second qualification in higher education.
What has been your major highlight of your Journey so far?
Being featured on the huge Sanlam billboard and my tertiary degrees.
If you were given an opportunity to be or do anything in life. What would you do
or be? To continue being myself, I’m grateful of the opportunity given to me by
the lord almighty.
Is there anyone special in your life (child, lover)? My mother.
What is the most daring or thrilling thing you have ever done in your life? Mmm
nothing yet, but sky diving is number one on my bucket list.
What do you think of the current state of South Africa and what would you do to
improve things?
Stimulate the economy, Advocate for a policy that’s focused on growing the
economy, Job opportunities and a strict act against crime and corruption.
Who do you think should be the most paid entertainer in S.A and why? Nomzamo Mbatha, She’s inspiring to the youth and she’s involved in women empowerment movements and a great leader to follow. She comes from a financially constrained family yet managed to having to hustle extremely hard in an industry that
is male dominated and was able to pay for her fees and finish her studies.
What more can we look out for from you in the near future? An influential public figure with an extremely powerful voice.
Is there anything we should expect from you outside your field of work?
A leader
Where can people get a hold of you (website/Social Media/Email)?
Social Media and emails are my day to day communication platforms.

cSince this is KaslamTv please tell us where you from and where the journey began?
The journey began in Orlando East, in primary school, where my drama and English
teacher told me that I’m going to MC with him. I remember him telling me that
there’s a read-a-book week that I’m going to host with him and he told me about
the SABC personalities that will be a part of it and seeing them in person gave birth
to my inspiration.
As a multi-talented individual what would you say was your first love?
My first love has to be on television despite how much overwhelming hype there is
in respect of being on T.V as an actor, presenter or a public figure of sort etc. In my
recollection as a youngster I would sit with my mum and make judgements on anything related to television from make-up to lighting even though I was clueless as to
what was going on in the soapie. At that very moment I knew that television was my
purpose.
What is your take on someone who is unsure of where they’re headed in their career path?
To be honest most people are still trying to establish their career/journeys even up
to the ages of mid-thirties to forties, but my thing is that you should find, understand and perfect what drives you. At the end of the day what you do should serve
some form of positive purpose, be it for yourself or to the people around you.
In this very tricky entertainment industry, how do you balance the industries expectations and your personal life?
I’m happy to have gained knowledge from my experiences in the industry because
now I’m aware of the ins and outs of the industry. I’ve invested so much in the
“product” Bongani Drama because how you sell yourself in the industry will take
you a long way and people are unaware of what happens behind the scenes to get
to where we are especially since there can be negative aspects that come with it. So
you need to be really strong in this industry especially if it’s something that you truly
want and always make sure that you are investing in yourself first.
Seeing that you’ve been gracing our screens for a little over 8 years, how important is it to be patient in this industry?
It’s quite difficult to be patient in all honesty and I for one was never patient
*chuckles* … what I can tell you is that the patience comes with you working on
yourself and making some detrimental sacrifices that involve family and friends in
most instances. Patience is self-taught and comes with a sense of discipline as it is
not a God given trait.
You mentioned that you have a stylist, how important is it to have a team and how
do you pick the right people?
You have to feel it, I always thank God for giving me a gift of knowing, which enables me to know who to work with.
As we have established that you do quite a lot of things, It’s said that to be successful in life, you need to find one thing and focus on it. How do you find that balance?
Because everything I do is under one banner, It’s quite manageable because entertainment and media are interlinked which makes it all one blend that allows my career to move as one like a fluid.
Moving forward, what should people look forward to about Bongani Drama?
People should keep watching my social media pages, As I’ll be working getting on
bigger platforms.

Today we are hanging out with one of S.A Hip Hop’s rap legends L.Tido, who has been in the game for a very long time, 10
years to be exact. It’s not easy to last this long in this cut throat
industry, how did you do it?
There’s no formula, There’s no method. I think it’s through
God’s grace, Talent and blessings which all work together.
You’ve been independent for almost your entire career and
you’ve recently just signed to a label. What brought about the
change?
Universal music and I had a discussion and saw eye-to-eye with
each other. I’ll never close myself to opportunities in life, what
the label proposed at the time also made sense to me so I gave
it a try.
You recently just dropped an album with universal music
group, Tell us more about it.
It’s the hottest album, the response has been really overwhelming. The fans have shown so much love which has inspired me to
go back to the studio and I’m glad I took a personal route on
this album. I spoke from the heart about the state of the industry, my dad not being around and so forth.
Speaking about the album, there’s a notorious B.I.G song you
sampled on it, how did that concept come about?
(Chuckles) I school young aspiring rappers what to do and how

to do it so this was my exercise to remind everybody the important factors of rap as an art form.
There’s a track titled “glitz gang forever” There’s a lot of personal
stories shared on it, are you and the former members of the group
on good terms?
We are okay, in life people always have misunderstandings and as
a nature of human beings and as rappers we also have those too
because we are human beings first before rappers.
A lot of your peers in the industry are endorsing your album, are
they on your payroll?
(Chuckles), No. You can’t pay people to show you love and besides
they have enough money anyways. It’s nothing but love, I always
tell aspiring musicians that if your peers show respect to you and
your craft, that means you doing something right because they’re
doing what you’re doing.
Going forward with the album, are we going to see videos, is
there a tour planned?
Definitely, I’m shooting a video with AKA for my track titled “No
favours” soon. After dropping the music video, I’m going on tour.
We are almost done with 2018, How do you plan on picking up in
2019 with regards to picking up from the album’s momentum?
I’ll be dropping a lot of videos for a lot of songs on the album.
There’s merchandise available that I’ll be pushing which can currently be found at “Fresh out” store in Braamfontein.

What would you like to tell other aspiring rappers that want to be where L.Tido is and that are still coming up In the game and
want to stay long?
Stay focused on your craft, put in work, know what’s important and focus on it, don’t lose the people you grew up with for new
friends.
Going forward, is there anything you’d like to get out there?
For updates, just follow my social media handles.
One last question, How does L.Tido maintain his friendship with AKA and Cassper?
I relate to both of them, I won’t let my relationship with the other get in the way with the other. I’ve got mad love for both these
bro’s.

Instagram; l_tido (249k)
Facebook; L-Tido (51K)

Twitter; L_tido (774K)

Today, We are hanging out with one of the pioneers of Durban kwaito
music, L.vovo who has been in the industry for 12 years.
So since this is Kas’Lam T’v, we have to ask you this question. Which
township did you grow up in?
I grew up in New Castle in a township called Osizweni, in ’94 we had
to move to a different township within New Castle.
To stay in the game this long, how do you do it?
I believe respect has a lot to do with my longevity, also not being
caught up in trends, you have to maintain your style and your core
being as an artist.
You just mentioned the importance of maintaining your style, How
would you describe L.vovo’s sound and style?
It’s called DKM which stands for Durban Kwaito Music as mentioned,
what separates it from the rest is that it has verses and choruses unlike traditional kwaito and it’s a fuse of house and kwaito beats.
You recently released a new single, titled “Iya vaya” tell us more
about it.
I’ve got a brand new single out, which is doing very well, the public
loves it, It’s getting a lot of airplay on radio which I’m really grateful
for that I’ve worked on with Dr Malinga.
Should we expect an album from L.Vovo this year or in 2019?
I was supposed to drop an album, my bosses told me it’s too late so
the focus is on the single right now but definitely in 2019. I have shot a
new video which should be released soon not sure about when exactly. Next year I will definitely be releasing a new album and my wish is
to have Thandiswa Mazwai *chuckles*.
Going into 2019 you mentioned there will be a new album released,
will you be going on tour during the release?
I’ve already started a tour pushing the single and there are a few
places I’m headed to like Eyadini, Nelspruit, Ulundi and so forth.
As a 12th year veteran in the game, what would you like to tell upcoming musicians?
Respect the game and know what you’re doing this for, don’t get lost
in the hype. Take your work seriously and always be on timeand most
importantly don’t lose track of your education. Be humble too.
Going forward what can we expect from L.vovo?
I’m on t.v on a soapie called Uzalo, Theres an album on the way and
there are more Tv appearances coming your way.
You mentioned being on T.v, are you taking this as seriously as your
music career?
Yes, I believe in exploring all your talents as a person while you still
can.

There’s nothing like a couple’s game night for an easy at home date idea. A couple’s game night can be the perfect way for you
and your partner to unwind after a fun date or a long day. Game nights offers a not only a chance for new experiences, but also
quality time to bond with each other. Whether you’re searching for games to play at a party or by yourselves at home, this list
has got you covered!
With everything from romantic game ideas to more of a party game, you will have a wide variety of ideas for your next shin dig.
Without further ado, let’s so you can plan the perfect couples game night!
Things you need to get right
Food is a must! Plan on dinner, but it doesn’t have to be anything elaborate. We ordered pizza from our favorite nearby pizzeria,
and we made sure there were fun drinks to pair with it. It was easy to have Jacob pick up the pizza on the way home, including
paper plates, and set up drinks and ice without any problems!

Serve a Specialty Cocktail or Craft Beer Whip up a special drink in honour of the evening’s festivities in one large batch in advance, so you’re not stuck on bartender duty. Game night is not the time to play mixologist, as constant breaks will interrupt the
flow and make things less enjoyable for everyone. Mulled wine is the perfect winter drink to prepare prior to guests’ arrival for a
cosy evening at home. Check out this awesome recipe for mulled wine, pictured above, here. For an even easier option, buy festive flavours of canned ales from local breweries.
Plan on snacks and treats to enjoy throughout the night. We made individual dishes of popcorn and treats and set them around
the area we were playing in. Everyone grabbed them throughout the night and made for an easy way to have dessert and enjoy
the party even more.
Divide up responsibilities. One couple can bring the game, one can bring the dinner, and another can do the food. It’s easier and
more cost-effective to split it all up each time. We opted to do it all ourselves this time and take it easy at the next one. But, a lot
of groups rotate responsibilities and it makes things so much easier and less stressful to pull it all together!
Get it on the calendar early. Make sure everyone has time to get a sitter, plan for the evening, and that way you’ll get the best
turnout!
Popcorn is another easy, fun addition to game night. Add some toppings to microwave popcorn to make it special.
Choose interactive games. Make sure everyone can play and have fun.

Lastly, GET THE MUSIC RIGHT. Put on a great playlist, mix or radio.
Fun Games to Play
Cards Against Humanity!
This cult favourite card game has one goal in mind: to elicit the most ridiculous answers to random questions possible! Each round,
one player reads a scenario or a question from a card and then everyone else must provide the *best* response from their cards.
From clever to downright disgusting, each round is totally different.
Pick your poison
If you’re looking for a game that will make you and your guests laugh over just how uncomfortable you are, Pick Your Poison is for
you!
This hilarious adult version of “would you rather” will present players with some pretty awful albeit hilarious choices that will ultimately have you all getting to know one another on a very different level.
Never have I ever
This classic drinking game is a ton of fun and really sets the mood at any couple’s game night. This game is really easy to play and
allows you and your guests to really get to know funny things about one another. You will find it funny to learn scandalous things
about people that they would likely not otherwise tell you! Plus, with a little alcohol, everything is 5 times funnier.
Midnight Outburst
You may remember playing “Outburst”, the kid friendly version of Midnight Outburst as a child. The premises are similar – groups
must try to name as many top ten answers on a card as possible in a short amount of time. However, the subject matter in midnight outburst is definitely a little more racy. From topics like “Slang for marijuana” to “Things some people swallow and some
don’t”, you’re guaranteed a lot of laughs as you and teammates try to guess as many correct answers as possible. Midnight Outburst will make a great party game for you married couples out there.
Joking hazard
This game is great fun for everyone, whether your a player or a judge for that round! The premise is simple, flip a card up off the
deck, have the judge add a 2nd card to get the mini comic strip started, and then all remaining players secretly submit their own
card to finish the strip.
The judge then picks the best card of the bunch to complete the comic! This game is like cards against humanity but with pictures
and gives the judging player a little bit more involvement as well!
Better Me – Game of Growth
If you’re looking for something a little more wholesome, this game is definitely for you. Instead of being vulgar and racy, this game
encourages players to open up and promotes positive thinking. This game (on Amazon) will help you better understand the values
and morals of those you’re playing with.
The Discovery game for a married couple
If you’re looking for a game that just you and your spouse can enjoy together, then this is definitely it! This game gets the conversation going on a wide range of topics that help bring you and your spouse closer. In concept, it sounds boring or cheesy but trust
me when I say it’s a lot of fun and can even add some spice without being overtly sexual in nature. If you’re looking for a fun game
for couples to play at home, then this is definitely a great option
Know Your Partner
Have you ever watched The Newlywed Game? This is much of the same idea – you answer questions and your partner tries to
guess what your answer is. This one is for 2 or more couples, so invite over your friends and neighbors and see which couple
knows each other best!
Clue
Remember this one from when you were a kid? Colonel Mustard is back at it. This is the same game, but now the board is double
sided, giving you even more crime scene options.
Apples to Apples
Apples to Apples is a favourite because it requires no board. All you have to do is try to match your card with what you think the
dealer has. Easy to play, but sure to bring a lot of laughs.
Game night doesn’t necessarily have to be about board games either. You can play charades, something on a console like Xbox or
Wii, or even an outdoor game in nice weather. The only thing that matters is that you’re together and having a great time!

Precious Mcjane Make up tips
how eyebrows are done today is different from how they used to be
done back in the day, I believe people should consider changing the
way they draw their eyebrows because they attract so much attention especially when you have your makeup done.
In the 90s people used black Pencil and they drew 1 tiny lines but
now that's a thing of the past. I encourage people to use a brown
pencil and refrain from drawing the infamous tiny line, and to halt
shaving all their natural eyebrows because when you don't have
your make-up on, that look on your face isn't a good look. We always hear comments from guys about how ugly we look without
our make-up; it is because of this particular reason.

"Eyebrows on fleek" might look difficult to draw but once you have
everything you need and keep on practicing you will get it right,
Eventually.
Brown pencil, angle Brush, eyebrow brush and Concealer are the
important things one need to have to design their "Eyebrows on
fleek" Draw two lines horizontally, have your natural eyebrows inbetween then blend up and down using your eyebrow brush, then
use your angle brush horizontally under your drawn eyebrows to
even up, after doing all this blend your concealer properly using a
wedge or Sponge but doing all of this alone, especially on your first
time might be difficult, so I advise that you check out my Social media pages or contact me for Tutorials. Thank you.

Doors for anyone who needs makeup Tutorials are
now open. For more info contact me on:
Phone 076690290
Instagram: @Precious_mcjane
Facebook at Precious Mcjane
Email on precious.mcjane13@gmail.com /
precious@kaslam.co.za

Fashion

CHANGING THE
WAY WE SEE
FASHION
It was indeed an eventful evening of fashion and style; it was nothing short of amazing. A grand entrance showcasing a stunning all new maroon BMW X4, followed by
models left the attendees in awe.
Although David Tlale was not showcasing,
his presence was hugely felt as the SA
fashion royalty watched the ramp closely
and attentively.
To add spice to the walk way, Selimathunzi’s ‘Lunga Shabalala’ and Top Billing’s
‘Chris Jaftha’ graced the ramp with their
unique personalities. Naak Musiq also
came out singing his latest hit single and
dressed in a sleek casual Soviet outfit.
Soviet was not the only one showcasing its
latest summer gear, the likes of Polo, Kappa, Ramsey David Jones, Country road,
Antony Morata and a few other brands
came out guns blazing. Simplicity, colour
with attention to detail seemed to be the
order of the day and the defining factor in
this contemporary style of fashion. A fashion show worth the time and effort.
Amongst other influential and key industry
players, a few more celebrities such as Lalla Hirayama and Unathi Msengana were
also present.
Closing the show off with Men’s health
cover stars was a nice touch, I’m sure the
eye candy was highly appreciated by the
ladies.

Fashion Editor: Mike “RuffCart” Dlamini
Ruffcart contact details
Facebook: Ruffcart Family holding
Tumblr: Ruffcarfamily.tumblr.com
Twitter: @ruffcart
Instagram: Ruffcart Family
Cell: 0744659750
0658828093

Prince Kaybee – Club Controller (Remix) Ft. Busiswa,
NaakMusiQ, Bucie, Nokwazi, Mpumi, Ziyon, Zanda Zakuza,
TNS, LaSoulMates.
One of the biggest songs in the South African music Industry Club
Controller has come with a new r mix to go with the hit single.
The star packed Club Controller remix by Prince Kaybee features
wide range of well established artists.
This is by far the biggest and hottest remix this year.
Club Controller by Prince Kaybee which topped music charts for
weeks. The best male SAMA winner who seems to have got the
hit single formula for the South African market and by the looks
of things, this is just the beginning of a beautiful and fruitful journey.

Prince Kaybee stays bringing the heat when it comes to his music. The award winning was recently nominated as DJ of the Year
at the DSTV Mzansi Viewers Choice Awards. He also dropped his
latest single featuring Busiswa and TNS titled Banomoya. Prince
Kaybee never goes wrong when it comes to pairing talent on a
song. On Banomoya he matches Busiswa’s characteristic high
energy performance on this song with the just as vibrant and
bumpy baseline. TNS brings a soothing quality to the song with
his vocals.
The song resembles Club Controller in some instances in the progression and that creates a feeling of familiarity. There is something fresh about Banomoya though and it might be Busiswa’s
unique vocal tone and style of delivering her lyrics.

Inja yasekasi Kwesta has done it again! Authenticity pays off big
time and Senzo keeps proving it.
2015 was Nomayini, 2016 was Ngud, 2017 was Spirit and now for
2018 it looks like the rapper has made sure that we have a Dezemba hit. And man it is a jam.
The track, titled Vurvai was released on Tuesday morning to a very
surprised Mzansi and judging from the reaction so far it has received an overwhelming YES from Twitter.
However, it is not only tweeps that have been losing their minds.
It has also been blasted on radio stations across the country. From
the minute Kwesta made the announcement that his song is now
available, he topped the trends list.
Kwesta has been working on Dakar III and promised that 2019 will
be the year he finally lets that project go.
In the meantime we will be too busy enjoying Vurvai because as
far as hit singles go. This one is a winner!

MOVIE OF THE MONTH

After a hiatus from the silver screen, Jennifer Lopez is back
and starring in her first movie since way back in 2012! That’s
almost six years ago!
The film, “Second Act” stars Lopez as Maya, a 40-year-old
woman struggling to cope with a life of unfulfilled dreams.
But when she’s given a chance to prove that street smarts
can be just as valuable as book smarts, will she succeed?
Taking some cues from Younger, Working Girl, Don’t Tell
Mom the Babysitter’s Dead, and, yep, Maid in Manhattan, the
comedy sees Lopez making the leap from underappreciated,
working-class retail worker to chic career woman — with a
little help from Photoshop.
Lopez plays Maya, who works in a big-box store but can’t
seem to progress up the corporate ladder because she has
“street smarts,” not a college degree. A family friend takes it
upon himself to give Maya’s résumé a major makeover —
complete with fake credentials, mountain-climbing photos,
and a faux fluency in Mandarin — and sure enough, it lands
her a cushy job on Madison Avenue. Cue fancy new power
suits and a sleek haircut.
The rom-com reunites Lopez with real-life best friend Leah
Remini, and Milo Ventimiglia is cast as her hunky, blue-collar
love interest. Vanessa Hudgens and Treat Williams co-star as
Maya’s slick corporate colleagues.
Will Maya be found out? Obviously. Will her scam trigger hilarity while her pluck and work ethic inspire? No doubt.

TECH & GAMES

Many of the Android apps we’ve recommended aren’t popular in the wider community. Of course, they’re all excellent—we wouldn’t suggest lousy apps—but often you can
file them into the “niche” category.
So we wanted to take a step back and look at some of the
all-time most popular Android apps in the Google Play
Store. These are the ones that Android’s two billion active
users have downloaded most frequently.
A Note on Stock Android Apps
We’re not going to include apps that come pre-loaded on
stock Android devices. This means we’re excluding Google
Play Services (5.959 billion “downloads”), Gmail (3.945 billion), Google Maps (2.488 billion), Google News (2.341 billion) YouTube (approximately 5 billion), and a few others.
We’ve used AndroidRank’s data to determine these numbers. Now, that’s enough preliminary info. Here’s the list!
1. Facebook
4.119 billion downloads
It’s not surprising to see Facebook come out on top of the
list. Despite seemingly endless scandals, questionable privacy practices, and the #DeleteFacebook movement, it still
reigns supreme.
7 Reasons Not to Delete Facebook #DeleteFacebook
7 Reasons Not to Delete Facebook #DeleteFacebook
A growing number of people are calling on us all to
#DeleteFacebook. However, while it's not perfect, we believe there are multiple reasons not to delete Facebook.

Not everyone is happy though. It has nearly 10 million one-star ratings.
Perhaps it’s justified; the app is bloated with pointless features that
few people bother to use.
Download: Facebook (Free)
2. Facebook Messenger
3.408 billion downloads
The presence of Messenger in second position reinforces the control
that Zuckerberg’s empire has over the smartphone app marketplace.
Messenger has grown in popularity in the last 18 months, with the increased availability of bots making the service more useful than ever.
Download: Facebook Messenger (Free)

3. WhatsApp
2.979 billion downloads
Do you notice
theme developing? Facebook apps hold all three
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of the top spots. The world’s most popular instant messaging
tool has been under Facebook’s ownership since a $19 billion
buyout in early 2014.
Download: WhatsApp (Free)
If you don’t fancy using a Facebook-owned app messaging app,
try out one of the many WhatsApp alternatives.
4 Slick WhatsApp Alternatives that Guard Your Privacy
4 Slick WhatsApp Alternatives that Guard Your Privacy
Facebook bought WhatsApp. Now that we're over the shock of
that news, are you worried about your data privacy?
4. Instagram
1.843 billion downloads
Instagram is yet another Facebook-owned app, which the company acquired in 2012.
It has significantly fewer negative reviews than its big brother,
with just two million (out of 61 million) giving the app a single
star.
Download: Instagram (Free)
5. Skype
1.039 billion downloads
Finally, a non-Facebook app. Whether Skype can truly claim to be
the best video-calling service is open to debate. However, after
being the first such service that was widely adopted, it continues
to benefit from significant brand recognition.
Download: Skype (Free)
6. Subway Surfers
1.025 billion downloads
At number six, we find our first game—and it’s not Candy Crush
Saga! Subway Surfers is an endless runner game which sees you
flee down a railroad in order to escape from a police officer and
his dog.
Subway Surfers is also the last app on this list with more than a
billion downloads.
Download: Subway Surfers (Free)
7. Twitter
833.858 million downloads
It shouldn’t be a surprise to see social media dominate the mostdownloaded apps. After Facebook and Instagram, Twitter is the
third most popular social app on Android.
Download: Twitter (Free)
8. Clean Master: Space Cleaner & Antivirus
833.739 million downloads
The top seven apps might not be to everyone’s taste, but it’s
hard to claim there’s anything wrong with them.
Clean Master is the first app on this list that you should avoid at
all costs.
Why? First, the developer—Cheetah Mobile—is infamous for
piling bloatware and nag screens into its apps. Second, it doesn’t
do anything useful. RAM cleaners and task killers are actively
hurting your phone.
Why RAM Boosters and Task Killers Are Bad for Your Android
Why RAM Boosters and Task Killers Are Bad for Your Android
At first glance, RAM boosters and task killers sound incredibly
useful, but a closer look shows that they could actually be harming your phone instead.

9. Candy Crush Saga
805.826 million downloads
You probably thought Candy Crush Saga would be the most
popular game in raw downloads, but it comes in second.
Regardless, more than 800 million Android users love trying to
line up different-colored candies. Maybe it’s time to find a new
hobby?
Download: Candy Crush Saga (Free)
10. Snapchat
782.837 million downloads
Instagram might be stealing all of Snapchat’s best features, but
the latter still manages to hoover up more than 150 million daily
users.
However, as a percentage of the total downloads on Android
and iOS combined, that figure remains low. Is it time to start
worrying about the app’s future?
Download: Snapchat (Free)

The new Jeep Gladiator has been revealed at the 2018 Los Angeles Auto Show, with the American brand describing its Wrangler
-based double-cab bakkie as “the most capable mid-size truck
ever”
The Jeep Gladiator will be offered with the brand’s familiar 3,6litre Pentastar V6 engine at launch, mated to a six-speed manual
transmission as standard, with an eight-speed automatic transmission offered as an option. A 3,0-litre EcoDiesel V6 engine is
set to join the range later, offered exclusively with an eightspeed auto.
The newcomer features an approach angle of 43,6 degrees,
breakover angle of 20,3 degrees, departure angle of 26 degrees
and a ground clearance of 282 mm. The Gladiator also benefits
from up to 762 mm of water fording, up to 725 kg of payload
and up to 3 470 kg of towing capacity (with the Max Towing
Package specified).

The new machine, the first pick-up Jeep has produced since the
Comanche went off sale in 1992, is designed to cash in on the
hugely lucrative and growing North American pick-up market. It
will go on sale there next year, although it is not known if there
are any plans for it to come to Europe yet.
The Gladiator has been designed to marry the Wrangler’s offroad ability with the practicality of a pick-up, with Jeep boss Tim
Kuniskis saying that it combines “combined rugged utility, versatility and functionality”, and was developed due to
“tremendous demand” from customers.
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THIS MONTH WE TAKE AN IN-DEPTH LOOK AT SPAIN

Spain, officially the Kingdom of Spain, is a country mostly located on the Iberian Peninsula in
Europe. Its territory also includes two archipelagoes: The Canary Islands off the coast of Africa,
and the Balearic Islands in the Mediterranean
Sea. The African enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla
make Spain the only European country to have a
physical border with an African country
(Morocco).
Highlights
Madrid is the first port of call. The Spanish capital is a melting pot of history, art, incredible
food, and electrifying energy. Stop outside the
gates of the Royal Palace and marvel at the neoclassical Fountain of Neptune. Move south by
train into Andalusia and its capital, Granada. Be
in awe of the incredible Alhambra, a spectacular
palace-fortress hybrid, and visit the lavish Basilica de San Juan de Dios.
Spend time in Plaza de España and wander
around Santa Cruz when in Seville and discover
Cordoba’s Arabic heritage by seeing the city on a
hop-on hop-off bus tour. Head back north towards Valencia, a beach town on the Spanish
east coast. This city is known for its laidback atmosphere, its parks and, of course, its oranges.
Get caught up in the energy of Barcelona. Walk
up and down buzzing Las Ramblas, roam the
Gothic Quarter and move between fresh food
stalls in the central market.
Move off the mainland for an incredible Mediterranean cruise. Enjoy 7 nights on board the deluxe
MSC Seaview, stopping off at relaxed port towns
such as Genoa and Civitavecchia. Lap up the glitz
and glamour of Cannes on the French Riviera and
soak up the sun in Palma de Mallorca.

FOOD & WINE

Walk through any health store and you are sure to come across
several cranberry flavoured drinks and teas. Cranberry, in all its
forms, has become popular amongst the health conscious populace. Packed with nutrients, the delicious cranberry tea can give
your body a punch of health. The best thing about this cranberry
herbal tea is that it can be blended with other teas and juices,
raising the health quotient up a notch!
Some research has found that cranberry juice may prevent infections, delay or reduce the severity of chronic disease, and prevent
age-related oxidative damage. For most healthy people, cranberry juice is safe. Cranberry juice can temporarily make conditions,
such as acid reflux, worse because it is mildly acidic. Some people
find that cranberry juice leaves an unusual taste in their mouth, or
that it temporarily irritates gums and lips.
Research into the benefits of cranberry juice is mostly preliminary, but the antioxidant and antibacterial benefits look promising. Most people can safely include cranberry juice in their diets,
and they are adding a serving of fruit to their diet when they do
so.
Drinking cranberry juice / tea is safe and provides numerous
health benefits. Filled with vitamins and anti-oxidants, cranberry
tea sure is a delicious way to stay healthy!
Health Benefits Of Cranberry juice / Tea:
Each cup of cranberry drinks contains various minerals and vitamins like Vitamin C, K and E. All these nutrients are vital for good
health. This small evergreen shrub is one of those treasures of
nature that should be a part of your daily diet!
Some of the benefits of cranberry tea include:
Drinking this tea helps to prevent the occurrence of sores and
other oral diseases like gingivitis.
This healthy tea can be taken to reduce weight. It helps to burn
fat by flushing out toxins from the body. The weight loss is a result of the organic acids present in the cranberry tea. A blend of
green tea and cranberry tea is good for health as they contain

essential nutrients and support weight loss.
This cleansing and useful detox tea is useful as it helps the liver,
kidney, and lymph carry out their body functions properly.
It can also be consumed to increase the metabolism rate of the
body and 3 cups of this medicinal drink can be consumed by an
adult to decrease any health problems.
It is also helpful in treating cancer, especially stomach cancer and
breast cancer.
It works to reduce the cholesterol level in the body, preventing
several cardiovascular diseases.
Cranberry tea even provides good support to the liver to function
properly.
Women who suffer from painful periods can drink cranberry tea to
get relief.
One of the major benefits of cranberry tea is that it treats UTI.
Cranberry tea works as a cleansing agent and flushes out the bacteria from the urinary tract, preventing and curing UTI in turn.
Cranberry contains a high concentration of oxalate. Oxalate is
responsible for kidney stones. That is why cranberry juice must be
consumed in moderate amounts.
Excessive amounts of this juice can not only cause kidney stones,
but can also lead to weight gain. It can also cause stomach disturbances like diarrhea and gastrointestinal distress.
People allergic to aspirin must not consume cranberry supplements either as it contains high amount of salicylic acid.
Breast feeding and pregnant women must avoid drinking this juice
as it is not considered safe for them.
Cranberry tea is a delicious brew that is not just refreshing but
also full of health. So, next time you visit your neighborhood market, don’t forget to pick that pack of cranberry juice! Do you like
cranberry tea? What else do you infuse with it? Do share with us
on our social media pages.

Cindy Makhathini AKA “The Accused”
This girl has been trending for some
time now but we won’t get into what
she’s been accused of.
One thing about her is that she’s got a
banging body and definitely grabs attention.
She’s truly a temptation whether you
are single or “married” ...Lol

